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A topological insulator is characterized by a dichotomy between the interior and the edge of a
finite system: While the bulk has a non-zero energy gap, the edges are forced to sustain excitations
traversing these gaps. Originally proposed for electrons goverened by quantum mechanics, it has
remained an important open question if the same physics can be observed for systems obeying
Newton’s equations of motion. Here, we report on measurements that characterize the collective
behavior of mechanical oscillators exhibiting the phenomenology of the quantum spin hall e�ect. The
phononic edge modes are shown to be helical and we demonstrate their topological protection via
the stability against imperfections. Our results open the door to the design of topological acoustic
meta-materials that can capitalize on the stability of the surfaces phonons as reliable wave guides.

The experimental hallmarks of the quantum spin Hall
e↵ect (QSHE) in semi-conductor quantum wells1–5 are two
counter-propagating edge modes that di↵er by their spin
degree of freedom. As long as time reversal symmetry
is preserved, these two modes are independent and do not
scatter into each other. Much of the interest in condensed-
matter research involving topological states is driven by
the use of these protected edge modes for technological
applications such as spintronics,6,7 magnetic devices8 or
quantum information processing.9 The transfer of the phe-
nomenology of the QSHE from the quantum mechanical
realm to classical mechanical systems is therefore both of
fundamental interest and a gateway towards new design
principles in mechanical meta-materials.

Several key problems in the engineering of acoustic ma-
terials can potentially be addressed by capitalizing on
the physics of the QSHE. The edge channels are ro-
bust counter-parts to the well known whispering gallery
modes.10,11 Any application that requires energy to be
confined to the surfaces of some device, for example vi-
bration insulators, can potentially make use of such edge
states. In contrast to the whispering gallery modes, which
are extremely sensitive to the shape of the surface,12 the
topological edge modes are stable under a broad range
of perturbations. Moreover, due to the stability of these
modes, scattering-free phonon wave-guides of almost ar-
bitrary shape can be realized. This in turn enables the
engineering of robust acoustic delay lines13–15 useful for
acoustic lensing.16

How a mechanical system described by Newton’s equa-
tions can reproduce the phenomenology of a quantum me-
chanical model such as the QSHE has, however, remained
an open question.17–19 Moreover, with a view to potential
future applications, it is essential to demonstrate that the
physics of the non-interacting and damping-free QSHE can
be observed in a real mechanical system, which necessarily
su↵ers from losses, disorder and non-linearities inherent to
coupled mechanical oscillators.

A quantum-mechanical lattice problem is described by
a Schrödinger equation of the form

i~ ̇�

i

= H��

ij

 �

j

, (1)

where  �

i

are the wave-function amplitudes for an electron

with spin ↵ on lattice site i and H��

ij

is the Hamiltonian

matrix describing the QSHE.20,21 On the other hand, the
dynamics of a collection of classical harmonic oscillators is
described by Newton’s equation of motion

ẍ
i
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ij

x
j

, (2)

where x
i

are the coordinates of N pendula (i = 1, . . . , N)
and D

ij

is the dynamical matrix containing the couplings
between them. For either system, the existence and prop-
erties of the edge modes are features of the eigenstates of
H or D alone and depend neither on the interpretation of
 �

i

versus x
i

, nor on the nature of the dynamics, i.e., i@
t

versus @2
t

. Hence, we aim to design a dynamical matrix D
incorporating the properties of the QSHE.

FIG. 1: Setup. a, Illustration of two pendula making up one
e�ective site of our lattice model. Six springs are attached to
each pendulum for the coupling to its nearest neighbors. b,
Schematic (top) view of the di�erent types of couplings. Each
green rectangle depicts a logical site hosting an “x” and a “y”
pendulum swinging in the direction of the arrows. The longi-
tudinal couplings are simple springs connecting the pendula.
Transverse couplings are achieved via one or two lever arms,
depending on the required sign of the coupling (see App. A). c,
Our 9 � 15 lattice made of 270 pendula. The two helical edge
states known from the quantum spin Hall e�ect are indicated
in blue and red.
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Floquet topological in
sulator in semiconductor

quantum wells

Netanel H. Lindner
1,2*, Gil Refael

1,2 and Victor Galitski
3,4

Topological phases of matter have captured our imagination over the past few years, with tantalizing properties such as

robust edge modes and exotic non-Abelian excitations, and potential applications ranging from semiconductor spintronics

to topological quantum computation. Despite recent advancements in the field, our ability to control topological transitions

remains limited, and usually requires changing material or structural properties. We show, using Floquet theory, that a

topological state can be induced in a semiconductor quantum well, initially in the trivial phase. This can be achieved by

irradiation with microwave frequencies, without changing the well structure, closing the gap and crossing the phase transition.

We show that the quasi-energy spectrum exhibits a single pair of helical edge states. We discuss the necessary experimental

parameters for our proposal. This proposal provides an example and a proof of principle of a new non-equilibrium topological

state, the Floquet topological insulator, introduced in this paper.

The discovery of topological insulato
rs in solid-state devices

such as HgTe/CdTe quantum wells1,2 , and in materials such

as BixSb1�x alloys, Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 (refs 3–5) brings us

closer to employing the unique pro
perties of topological p

hases6,7

in technological applicatio
ns8,9.

Despite this success, the choice of materials that exhibit the
se

unique topological pro
perties remains rather scarce. In most cases

we have to rely on seren
dipity in looking for top

ological materials in

solid-state structures an
d our means to engineer Hamiltonians and

control topological pha
se transitions are very li

mited.

Ourwork demonstrates that newmethods to achieve and co
ntrol

topological structures a
re possible in non-equilibrium conditions,

where external time-dependent perturbati
ons represent a rich and

versatile resource that c
an be used to achieve topological s

pectra in

systems that are topologically t
rivial in equilibrium.

In particular, we show that time-periodic perturbations may

give rise to new differential operators w
ith topological insulator

spectra, dubbed Floquet topological ins
ulators (FTI), that exh

ibit

chiral edge currents when out of equilibrium and possess

other hallmark phenomena associated with topological phases.

These ideas, combined with the highly developed technology

for controlling low-frequency electromagnetic modes, can enable

devices in which fast switching of edge state transport is possible

and the spectral properties (velocity) of the edge states can

be easily controlled.

The Floquet topological ins
ulators discussed here share many

features investigated in previous works. Topological sta
tes have

been explored from the perspective of quantum walks10. Also,

a similar philosophy led to proposals for effective magnetic

fields11,12 and spin–orbit coupling13 in cold-atom systems. A

photovoltaic effect has been proposed in graphene1
4. Another

insightful analogy is the formation of zero-resistance states

in Hall bars at low magnetic fields using radio frequency

radiation15
–18. There is also an article19 proposing that elec-

tric fields with frequencies well below the bandgap can trans-

form the topological phase of the Haldane model20 into a

trivial insulator.

1 Institute of Quantum Information, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125, USA, 2Department of Physics, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, California 91125, USA, 3Condensed Matter Theory Center, Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland

20742, USA, 4Joint Quantum Institute, Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA. *e-mail: lindner@caltech.edu.

Definition of a Floque
t topological insulato

r

Let us first provide a general construction and definition for a

Floquet topological ins
ulator in a generic lattice model, and then

discuss a specific realization: a HgTe/CdTe quantum well. The

generic many-body Hamiltonian of interest is

Ȟ(t )=
X

k2BZ
Hnm(k,t )cn,k

†cm,k+h. c. (1)

where cn,k† and cm,k are fermion creation/annihilation operators,

k

is the momentum defined in the Brillouin zone, and the italic

indices, n,m=1,2,...,N label some internal degrees of free
dom (for

example, spin, sublattice, lay
er indices, and so on). The N ⇥N k-

dependent matrix Ȟ (k,t ) is determined by lattice hoppings
and/or

external fields, which ar
e periodic in time, Ȟ(T+t )=Ȟ(t ).

First, we recall that with
out the time dependence, the topol

ogical

classification reduces to an analysis of the matrix function, Ȟ (k),

and is determined by its spectrum
21,22. An interesting question is

whether a topological c
lassification is possible in non-equilibrium

situation, that is, when
the single-particle Hamiltonian, Ȟ (k,t ), in

equation (1) does have an explicit time dependence, and whether

there are observable ph
ysical phenomena associated with this non-

trivial topology. Consid
er the single-particle Sc

hrödinger equation

associated with equatio
n (1):

[Ȟ (k,t )� iǏ@t ]�k

(t )= 0, with Ȟ (k,t )= Ȟ (k,t +T ) (2)

The Bloch–Floquet the
ory states that the solut

ions to equation (2)

have the form �
k

(t ) = Š
k

(t )�k

(0), where the unitary evolution

is given by the product of a periodic unitary part and a

Floquet exponential

Š
k

(t )= P̌
k

(t )exp[�iȞF(k)t ], with P̌
k

(t )= P̌
k

(t +T ) (3)

where ȞF(k) is a self-adjoint time-independent matrix associated

with the Floquet operator
⇥
Ȟ (k,t )� iǏ@t

⇤
acting in the space

of periodic functions �(t ) = �(t + T ), where it leads to a
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Robust optical delay lines with topologicalprotection
Mohammad Hafezi1*, Eugene A. Demler2, Mikhail D. Lukin2 and Jacob M. Taylor1Phenomena associated with the topological properties of physical systems can be naturally robust against perturbations. This

robustness is exemplified by quantized conductance and edge state transport in the quantum Hall and quantum spin Hall

effects. Here we show how exploiting topological properties of optical systems can be used to improve photonic devices. We

demonstrate how quantum spin Hall Hamiltonians can be created with linear optical elements using a network of coupled

resonator optical waveguides (CROW) in two dimensions. We find that key features of quantum Hall systems, including the

characteristic Hofstadter butterfly and robust edge state transport, can be obtained in such systems. As a specific application,

we show that topological protection can be used to improve the performance of optical delay lines and to overcome some

limitations related to disorder in photonic technologies.

P articles in two-dimensional structures with a magneticfield exhibit a remarkable variety of macroscopic quantumphenomena, including integer1 and fractional2 quantum Hall
and quantum spin Hall effects3, and predicted regimes of fractional
or non-Abelian statistics4,5. A hallmark of these systems is the
presence of edge states, with transport properties that are robust
against disorder and scattering, leading to a quantized conductance
sufficient to provide a resistance standard6,7. The natural robustness
of topological states is actively explored in quantum computation
to achieve fault-tolerant operations8,9. Recently, approaches to
observing similar quantum Hall behaviour in bosonic systems,
including ultra-cold gases (for a review see ref. 10) and photons11–16,
have been suggested. In particular, simulation of the Hofstadter
butterfly spectrum using the one-dimensional Harper equation17,18was suggested in ref. 19.Our method for realization of topological protected photonic
devices focuses on two-dimensional arrays of coupled resonator op-
tical waveguides (CROW) with appropriate linear optical devices.
We can simulate a 2D magnetic tight-binding Hamiltonian with
degenerate clockwise and counter-clockwise modes. This approach
does not require explicit time-reversal symmetry breaking11–15, but
the degenerate modes—time-reversed pairs—behave analogously
to spins with spin–orbit coupling in the electronic quantum spin
Hall effect (QSHE; refs 20–22), and experience a spin-dependent
magnetic field (Fig. 1). When the clockwise and counter-clockwise
modes are decoupled, we can selectively drive each mode and ob-
serve quantum Hall behaviours without breaking the time-reversal
symmetry in the tight-binding Hamiltonian. In a direct analogy to
the electronic integer quantum Hall effect, we show that photonic
edge states carry light at the perimeter of the system, while being
insensitive to disorder, and therefore form a basis for robust
photonic devices. In particular, in comparison to state-of-the-art
1D CROW systems23,24, our approach can be more resistant to
scattering disorders and fabrication errors.
2Dphotonic systemand quantum spinHall HamiltonianAs illustrated in Fig. 1, our system comprises optical ring microres-
onators that support degenerate clockwise and counter-clockwise
modes, restricted to one pair per resonator. We consider these
modes as two components of a pseudo-spin, that is, clockwise

1Joint Quantum Institute, University of Maryland and NIST, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA, 2Physics Department, Harvard University, Cambridge,

Massachusetts 02138, USA. *e-mail: hafezi@umd.edu.

(� = �1, or psuedo-spin down) and counter-clockwise (� = +1,
pseudo-spin up) circulation. Resonators—evanescently coupled to
each other—have been studied in the context of 1DCROW(ref. 25),
where the coupling leads to a tight-binding model for photons
and the corresponding photonic band structure. By coupling these
modes in a two-dimensional arrangement, as we show below under
appropriate conditions, the dynamics of such a photonic system
is described by a Hamiltonian for charged bosons on a square
lattice (tight-binding), but with the addition of a perpendicular,
pseudo-spin-dependent effective magnetic field:

H0 = �

 
X

� ,x,y
â†

�x+1,y â�x,ye�i2⇡↵y� + â†
�x,y â�x+1,yei2⇡↵y�

+ â†
�x,y+1â�x,y + â†

�x,y â�x,y+1

!

(1)
where  is the coupling rate of optical modes and â†

�x,y is the
photon creation operator at the resonator at site (x,y) with different
pseudo-spin components, � = ±1. Specifically, photons acquire
a 2⇡↵� phase when they go around a plaquette—equivalent to
having↵ quanta ofmagnetic flux penetrating each plaquette26,27.To derive the Hamiltonian description, we start by considering
two coupled resonators (Fig. 1a), focusing only on the counter-
clockwise modes inside each resonator. The length of connecting
waveguides is chosen such that photons respectively destructively
(constructively) interfere inside the waveguide loop (resonator)
and, therefore, they will be confined in the resonators rather than
waveguides. Moreover, the lengths of the upper and lower branches
of the waveguide differ from each other, so when a photon hops
from the left to the right resonator it acquires a different phase from
that when it hops in the opposite direction. This can be formally
verified using the standard input–output formalism28. In particular,
the boundary condition at the left resonator can bewritten as

Ê out
x = Ê in

x +
p
2 âx

where the Êx are waveguide electric field operators in the vicinity of
the xth resonator and âx is the resonator electric field operator, as
shown in Fig. 1a. The resonator field equation of motion is @t âx =
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Imaging topological edge states in

silicon photonics

M. Hafezi*, S. Mittal, J. Fan, A. Migdall and J. M. Taylor

Topological features—global properties not discernible locally—emerge in systems ranging from liquid crystals to magnets

to fractional quantum Hall systems. A deeper understanding of the role of topology in physics has led to a new class of

matter—topologically ordered systems. The best known examples are quantum Hall effects, where insensitivity to local

properties manifests itself as conductance through edge states that is insensitive to defects and disorder. Current research

into engineering topological order primarily focuses on analogies to quantum Hall systems, where the required magnetic

field is synthesized in non-magnetic systems. Here, we realize synthetic magnetic fields for photons at room temperature,

using linear silicon photonics. We observe, for the first time, topological edge states of light in a two-dimensional system

and show their robustness against intrinsic and introduced disorder. Our experiment demonstrates the feasibility of using

photonics to realize topological order in both non-interacting and many-body regimes.

C
harged particles in two-dimensional structures with a mag-

netic field exhibit a remarkable range of macroscopic

quantum phenomena, including integer1 and fractional

quantum Hall effects2 and quantum spin Hall effects3, and the

emergence of particles with fractional statistics (so-called anyons)

is predicted theoretically4. Despite great success in electronic

systems, advances in experimental efforts have been hampered by

stringent experimental requirements such as purity. Recently,

neutral ultracold gases have been studied both theoretically and

experimentally for the observation of these effects5–8. Ultracold

atomic systems are advantageous because they provide tools for

the in situ control of most parameters describing quantum Hall

systems. However, a strong effective magnetic field remains

elusive. In contrast, photons, which avoid many of these experimen-

tal difficulties, provide a new avenue for the investigation of

quantum Hall physics at room temperature. Arrays of coupled

optical resonators provide a toolbox, in the context of quantum

simulation, to engineer several classes of Hamiltonians and allow

the direct observation of the wavefunction. Furthermore, such

photonic systems might find applications in optical devices such

as filters, switches and delay lines by exploiting topological robust-

ness9. Here, we report the first implementation of a magnetic-like

Hamiltonian in a two-dimensional photonic system and present

the direct observation of robust edge states—the hallmark of

topological order.
Many proposals for implementing magnetic-like Hamiltonians

in photonic systems require an external field such as a large mag-

netic field10,11, strain12, harmonic modulation13 or optomechani-

cal-induced non-reciprocity14. However, it has been shown that

using an external field is not necessary. Instead, by using either a

polarization scheme15, differential optical paths9 or bi-anisotropic

metamaterials16, one can achieve a magnetic-like Hamiltonian in

direct analogy to a spin–orbit interaction in electronic systems17.

Topological states of light have also been explored in one-dimen-

sional photonic systems18. Moreover, such systems could have

direct applications in silicon photonics9,13. Specifically, we

implement a synthetic gauge potential using an induced pseudo-

spin–orbit interaction where a time-reversed pair of resonator

modes (clockwise and anticlockwise circulation) acts as a pseudo-

spin. Owing to the large size of the resonators (several tens of micro-

metres), such photonic implementation of a magnetic-like

Hamiltonian allows the direct observation of the wavefunction via

optical imaging. We made three primary experimental observations:

(1) light propagates along the system edges where the boundaries are

defined as either the magnetic domains or the physical edges; (2) the

light propagation profile of the edge states remains unchanged over

a broad band, a signature of robustness against intrinsic disorder;

(3) edge-state propagation is robust against introduced disorder—

indeed, transport is not impeded even in the absence of a resonator

on the edge.

Experimental implementation

We fabricated a two-dimensional array of coupled optical-ring reso-

nators in which the design of the waveguides in the array allowed us

to simulate a magnetic field for photons using silicon-on-insulator

(SOI) technology19–25. High-Q ring resonators (Q . 1 × 104) were

fabricated on a SOI wafer with a 220-nm-thick layer of silicon on

top of a 2-mm-thick buried oxide (BOX) layer that isolated the

optical mode and prevented it from leaking to the substrate. The

cross-section of the waveguides, which forms the link and site reso-

nators, was designed to measure 510 nm × 220 nm to ensure single-

mode propagation of the transverse electric (TE) light (the electric

field in the slab plane) at the telecom wavelength (≈1.55 mm).

The typical air gaps for evanescent coupling between the site reso-

nators and the probing waveguides and link resonators were

chosen to be 180 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The 908 bending

radius of the rounded rectangles was chosen to be 6 mm to keep

the bending loss negligibly small24. The fabrication of silicon

chips was performed through ePIXfab, by the Leti-CEA and

IMEC facilities. The masks were made using deep-ultraviolet

193 nm photolithography and were etched in two steps

(70 nm/220 nm) for gratings and waveguides, respectively. The

process was followed by thermal oxidation (10 nm) to reduce the

surface roughness. In our experimental set-up, grating couplers were

used for input and output coupling to the device. Light scattered

from the resonators was spatially imaged using a ×25 microscope

Joint Quantum Institute, National Institute of Standards and Technology/University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA.

*e-mail: hafezi@umd.edu
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Photonic Floquet topological insulators

Mikael C. Rechtsman1*, Julia M. Zeuner2*, Yonatan Plotnik1*, Yaakov Lumer1, Daniel Podolsky1, Felix Dreisow2, Stefan Nolte
2,

Mordechai Segev1 & Alexander Szameit2

Topological insulators are a new phase of matter1, with the striking

property that conduction of electrons occurs only on their surfaces1–3.

In two dimensions, electrons on the surface of a topological insulator

are not scattered despite defects and disorder, providing robustness

akin to that of superconductors. Topological insulators are predicted

to have wide-ranging applications in fault-tolerant quantum com-

puting and spintronics. Substantial effort has been directed towards

realizing topological insulators for electromagnetic waves4–13. One-

dimensional systems with topological edge states have been demon-

strated, but these states are zero-dimensional and therefore exhibit no

transport properties11,12,14. Topological protection of microwaves

has been observed using a mechanism similar to the quantum Hall

effect15, by placing a gyromagnetic photonic crystal in an external

magnetic field5. But because magnetic effects are very weak at optical

frequencies, realizing photonic topological insulators with scatter-free

edge states requires a fundamentally different mechanism—one

that is free of magnetic fields. A number of proposals for photonic

topological transport have been put forward recently6–10. One sug-

gested temporal modulation of a photonic crystal, thus breaking

time-reversal symmetry and inducing one-way edge states10. This is

in the spirit of the proposed Floquet topological insulators16–19, in

which temporal variations in solid-state systems induce topological

edge states. Here we propose and experimentally demonstrate a photo-

nic topological insulator free of external fields and with scatter-free

edge transport—a photonic lattice exhibiting topologically pro-

tected transport of visible light on the lattice edges. Our system is

composed of an array of evanescently coupled helical waveguides20

arranged in a graphene-like honeycomb lattice21–26. Paraxial diffrac-

tion of light is described by a Schrödinger equation where the pro-

pagation coordinate (z) acts as ‘time’27. Thus the helicity of the

waveguides breaks z-reversal symmetry as proposed for Floquet

topological insulators. This structure results in one-way edge states

that are topologically protected from scattering.

Paraxial propagation of light in photonic lattices is described by the

Schrödinger-type equation:

iLzy x,y,zð Þ~{
1
2k0

+2 y x,y,zð Þ{
k0Dn x,y,zð Þ

n0

y x,y,zð Þ ð1Þ

where y(x,y,z) is the electric field envelope function defined by

E(x,y,z) 5 y(x,y,z)exp(ik0z 2 ivt)x; E is the electric field, x is a unit

vector and t is time; the Laplacian, =
2, is restricted to the transverse

(x–y) plane; k0 5 2pn0/l is the wavenumber in the ambient medium;

v 5 2pc/l is the optical frequency; and c and l are respectively the

velocity and wavelength of light. Our ambient medium is fused silica

with refractive index n0 5 1.45, andDn(x,y,z) is the ‘effective potential’,

that is, the deviation from the ambient refractive index. The array is

fabricated using the femtosecond laser writing method; each elliptical

waveguide has a cross-section with major and minor axis diameters of

11mm and 4mm, respectively. The photonic lattice is an array of eva-

nescently-coupled waveguides arranged in a honeycomb structure

with nearest-neighbour spacing of 15mm. The total propagation length

(in the z direction) is 10 cm, which corresponds to the wavefunction y

of a single waveguide mode completing ,20 cycles in phase while

propagating from z 5 0 to z 5 10 cm. The increase in refractive index

associated with the waveguides isDn 5 7 3 1024. The quantum mecha-

nical analogue of equation (1) describes the propagation of a quantum

particle that evolves in time—for example, an electron in a solid. The

waveguides act like potential wells, similarly to nuclei of atoms in

solids. Thus, the propagation of light in the array of helical waveguides

as it propagates in the z direction is equivalent to the temporal evolu-

tion of an electron as it moves through a two-dimensional lattice with

atoms that are rotating in time.

A microscope image of the input facet of the photonic lattice is

shown in Fig. 1a, and a diagram of the helical waveguides arranged

in a honeycomb lattice is shown in Fig. 1b. The period (or pitch) of the

helical waveguides is sufficiently small that a guided mode is adiabati-

cally drawn along with a waveguide as it curves. We therefore trans-

form the coordinates into a reference frame where the waveguides are

invariant in the z direction (i.e., straight), namely: x9 5 x 1 Rcos(Vz),

y9 5 y 1 Rsin(Vz) and z9 5 z, where R is the helix radius and V 5 2p/F

5 2p/1 cm is the frequency of rotation (F 5 1 cm being the period). In

the transformed coordinates, the light evolution is described by:

iLz’y’~{
1
2k0

+’ziA z’ð Þð
Þ2 y’{

k0R2 V
2

2
y’{

k0Dn x’,y’ð Þ

n0

y’ ð2Þ

where y9 5 y(x9,y9,z9), and A(z9) 5 k0RV[sin(Vz9),2cos(Vz9), 0] is

equivalent to a vector potential associated with a spatially homogene-

ous electric field of circular polarization. The adiabaticity of the guided

modes and the presence of the vector potential yield a coupled mode

(tight-binding) equation, via the Peierls substitution10:

iLz’yn(z’)~
X

hmi

ceiA z’ð Þ:rmn ym(z’)
ð3Þ

where the summation is taken over neighbouring waveguides; yn(z9) is

the amplitude in the nth waveguide, c is the coupling constant between

waveguides and rmn is the displacement between waveguides m and n.

Because the right-hand side of equation (3) is z-dependent, there are no

static eigenmodes. Rather, the solutions are described using Floquet

modes, of the form yn(z9) 5 exp(ibz9)Qn(z9), where the function Qn(z9)

is F-periodic18. This yields the spectrum of b (the Floquet eigenvalues

or ‘quasi-energies’) as a function of the Bloch wavevector, (kx, ky), as

well as their associated Floquet eigenmodes. Floquet eigenmodes in the

z direction are equivalent to Bloch modes in the x–y plane. Therefore,

our input beam (initial wavefunction) excites a superposition of Flo-

quet modes whose population does not change over the course of

propagation17,18. The band structure for the case of non-helical wave-

guides (R 5 0) is shown in Fig. 1c. The conical intersections between

the first and second bands are the ‘Dirac points’28, a feature of graphene

that makes it semi-metallic. When the waveguides are made helical

(R . 0), a bandgap in the Floquet spectrum opens, as shown in Fig. 1d,

and the photonic lattice becomes analogous to an insulator—indeed,

to a Floquet topological insulator. As we show below, this structure

possesses topologically protected edge states.

1Department of Physics and the Solid State Institute, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel. 2Institute of Applied Physics, Abbe Center of Photonics, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität

Jena, Max-Wien-Platz 1, 07743 Jena, Germany.
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Learning goals

• We know the basic phenomenology of the quantum Hall e↵ect (QHE)
• We know the structure of the lowest Landau level (LLL)
• We understand the role of disorder for the QHE.

• K. von Klitzing, G. Dorda, and M. Pepper, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 494 (1980)

6.1 Introduction

Up to now we were dealing with topological e↵ects in electronic systems. We started with the
quantum Hall e↵ect and have seen that many more variants of electronic systems can have topo-
logical band structures. In the present chapter we want to see how the ideas of topological band
theory found applications in other, seemingly unrelated, fields such as photonic or mechanical
systems.
This chapter is also somewhat unusual as we follow a di↵erent approach in how the topic is
being taught. We will see that among the systems in which topological bands can show up
are (i) coupled ring resonators, (ii) evanescently coupled optical wave guides, (iii) periodically
driven systems (electronic or photonic), and (iv) idealized mechanical systems. In the lecture
we provide a few necessary ingredients to understand the core aspects of these physical systems.
These prerequisites should then allow you to understand the original research papers we list at
the end of this chapter covering the topics (i) – (iv).
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6.2 Photonic systems

6.2.1 Coupled ring resonators

This section follows closely Ref. [1]. One can create “tight-binding” models for optical systems
by weakly coupling high-Q resonators. Similar to the tight-binding approach for electronic band
structures one assumes the electromagnetic field to be well described by the mode of a single
high-Q cavity E⌦(r, t) with frequency ⌦. When several cavities are weakly coupled, for example
by evanescent waves, the electric field will largely be described by the local cavity fields E⌦(r, t)
plus a small correction due to their coupling. In other words, the local cavities play the roles
of the atomic orbitals and the evanescent coupling corresponds to the tunneling matrix element
between these orbitals.
We assume a one dimensional chain of coupled cavities separated by a length a in êx direction
for simplicity. Let us write for the electric field of the full problem

Ek(r, t) = ei!k

t
X

n2Z
e�iknaE⌦(r � naêx). (6.1)

We readily recognize E⌦(r) as the Wannier function and Ek(r, t) as the corresponding Bloch
“wave”-function. Recall that in the absence of source terms the Maxwell equations read

r ^ E = �@B

@t
, (6.2)

r ^ B = µ0✏(r)
@E

@t
, (6.3)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and ✏(r) the dielectric constant of the coupled resonators.
The above equations can be combined to

r ^ [r ^ Ek(r)] = µ0✏(r)!
2
kEk(r). (6.4)

We assume E⌦(r) to be real and normalized to

Z
dr ✏(r)E⌦(r) · E⌦(r) = 1. (6.5)

E⌦(r, t) satisfies the same equation with ✏(r) replaced by ✏0(r), the dielectric constant of a single
resonator. If we insert (6.1) into (6.4) we obtain

!2
k = ⌦2

1 +
P

n 6=0 exp(�ikna)�n

1 + �↵
P

n 6=0 exp(�ikna)↵n
, (6.6)

where

↵n =

Z
dr ✏(r)E⌦(r) · E⌦(r � naêx), (6.7)

�n =

Z
dr ✏0(r � naêx)E⌦(r) · E⌦(r � naêx), (6.8)

�↵ =

Z
dr [✏0(r) � ✏(r)]E⌦(r) · E⌦(r). (6.9)

For the case of weakly coupled resonators we can assume that ↵n = �n = 0 for n 6= 1, �1.
Moreover, symmetry requires ↵1 = ↵�1 and �1 = ��1. Putting these observations together we
find

!k = ⌦


1 � �

2
+ 1 cos(ka)

�
, (6.10)
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where

1 = �1 � ↵1 =

Z
dr [✏0(r � aêx) � ✏(r � aêx)]E⌦(r) · E⌦(r � naêx). (6.11)

From these considerations one can clearly see that the system of coupled resonators is described
exactly like a tight-binding hopping model for electrons.
In the papers by Hafezi et al. [2, 3] there is a small twist on the setup presented here. The
“hopping” is not merely through evanescent coupling, but via the help of another wave-guide,
or cavity, of variable length. Read the papers [2] and [3] and try to understand how their setup
connects to what we learned in the last chapter.

6.2.2 Paraxial wave equation

Let us assume the wave equation describing the evolution of the electric field E(r, t) = ei!tE(r)

r2E(r) = �!2µ0✏(r)E(r). (6.12)

We are now making the assumption that the electro-magnetic wave propagate mainly in z-
direction and can be written as

E(r) = E0(r)e
ik0zêx, (6.13)

where E0(r) is a slowly varying envelope that fulfills

|@2zE0(r)| ⌧ |k0@zE0(r)|. (6.14)

Hence, we can write (6.12) as

i@zE0(x, y, z) = � 1

2k0

⇥
@2x + @2y + !2µ0✏(x, y, z)

⇤
E0(x, y, z). (6.15)

Imagine now a periodic collection of parallel wave guides running along the z-direction. In other
words, ✏(x, y, z) = ✏(x, y) with ✏(x+na, y+mb) = ✏(x, y) for some a, b 2 R and n, m 2 Z. Hence,
we can think of the z-direction as the time axis. The transverse dynamics is then equivalent to
the one governed by the single particle Schrödinger equation in the periodic potential ✏(x, y).
These considerations are a first step in understanding the “Photonic Floquet topological insu-
lator” presented in Ref. [4]. Before we can embark on this paper, however, we need a few more
prerequisites.

6.2.3 Floquet theory

A system which is topologically trivial might be rendered non-trivial by the application of a
periodic perturbation. In order for us to apply our toolbox for the classification of topological
insulators we need to have a time-independent problem at hand. Owing to the periodic nature
of the perturbation, we can use the time-domain analog to Bloch theory: Floquet theory [5].
The basic observation is that solutions of the Schrödinger equation of a Hamiltonian of the form
H(t) = H(t + T ) can be written as

 (t) = ei✏↵t�↵(t) with �↵(t) = �↵(t + T ). (6.16)

Clearly we observe that ✏↵, called the quasi-energy, is the counterpart to the quasi-momentum
in Bloch theory. Moreover, if we are only interested in the “stroboscopic” evolution to times
t = nT , with n 2 Z, the wave-function changes by

 (T ) = ei✏↵T�↵(0). (6.17)

It is easy to show that �↵(t) are the solutions to

[H(t) � i~@t]�↵(t) = HF (t)�↵(t) = ✏↵�↵(t). (6.18)
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HF is called the Floquet operator. Furthermore, we can write for the evolution operator

K(T ) = T exp


� i

~

Z T

0
dt H(t)

�
= exp


i

~HF

�
, (6.19)

where T is time time-ordering operator. The Floquet Hamiltonian HF is time-independent, has
the eigenvalues ✏↵, and governs the topological properties at long times.1 The standard task in
Floquet theory is to find the e↵ective time-independent HF corresponding to the time-dependent
Floquet operator HF .
A complete coverage of Floquet theory is well beyond the scope of this lecture. However, there
are two limiting cases where we can understand what has to be done.

The resonant case

First, in the limit where the drive frequency ! is (near) resonant with a level spacing of the
Hamiltonian we can apply the rotating wave approximation (RWA). Let us consider a simple
example

H(t) =
~!0

2
�z + � cos(!t)�x. (6.20)

We can go to a rotating frame by

U = P+ + P�ei!t =

✓
1 0
0 0

◆
+

✓
0 0
0 1

◆
ei!t. (6.21)

We now transform

U †HFU =

✓ ~!0
2

�
2 + �

2 ei2!t

�
2 + �

2 e�i2!t ~! � ~!0
2

◆

| {z }
H

F

�i~@t. (6.22)

If ! ⇡ !0 and � ⌧ ~!0, the two states are approximately degenerate and we can neglect the term
/ exp(2i!t) as it quickly averages to zero. Hence, we found a time-independent Hamiltonian
HF . This approximation is relevant for a resonant drive as discussed in Ref. [6].

The o↵-resonant case

In the second limit, where ! is much larger than any frequency in the Hamiltonian we can find
HF in a series in 1/!. To this end, we expand the time-ordered product in (6.19)

H0
F =

1

T

Z T

0
dtH(t), H1

F = � i

2T

Z T

0
dt

Z t

0
dt0 [H(t), H(t0)]. (6.23)

We now write H(t) as a Fourier-series (! = 2⇡/T )

H(t) =
X

n2Z
Hnei!nt, (6.24)

which leads to

H0
F = H0, (6.25)

H1
F =

1

!

1X

n=1

1

n
([Hn, H�n] � [Hn, H0] + [H�n, H0]) . (6.26)

Applying this procedure to graphene in a circularly polarized electric field, one can understand
both Refs. [4] and [7].

1Here, we gallantly overlooked how this procedure depends on the initial time t (which we set to zero) and the
phase of the periodic driving.
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6.3 Publications

Study the following papers in groups of two to three students and explain them in two weeks in
a short presentation:

• Quantum spin Hall e↵ect in silicon photonics [2, 3].

• Floquet topological insulators in semi-conductors [6].

• Photonic topological insulator in coupled wave-guides [4].

• Quantum spin Hall e↵ect for phonons [8].
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